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Abstract—The development of new teaching and learning material can help 

students to prepare the new 21st century relevant skills. One of the new teaching 

and learning materials was the interactive digital e-book named flipbook that be-

came one solution in genetics learning. This study aims to develop the prelimi-

nary interactive genetics flipbook design based Aurora 3D Animation Maker and 

Anchored Instruction learning models in Protein Synthesis material. This prelim-

inary study was conducted at the Biology Education Study Program, IKIP Budi 

Utomo Malang, Indonesia. The method used is the Thiagarajan development 

model. The results showed that the interactive genetics flipbook based Aurora 3D 

Animation Maker and Anchored Instruction learning models were feasible to use 

in a genetic subject, especially to enhance students' critical thinking at the uni-

versity level. 
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1 Introduction 

In the era of Industrial 4.0, a term representing the fourth industrial revolution, also 

known as the digital revolution. This period was characterized by automation in all 

types of tasks, artificial intelligence in all areas of life, robots, and endless possibilities 

that open up new technological opportunities [1],[2]. Accelerated the improvement of 

science was highly supported by the use of digital technology, commonly called the 

Information Super Highway [3]. The Industrial Revolution brings impact on the various 

joints of human life, including the world of education and learning. Education was cur-

rently in the knowledge age, where the acceleration of knowledge enhancement was 

very remarkable [4],[5]. Learning should also equip students with practical skills in 

terms of the use of technology that they will face in future work [6],[7]. The acceleration 

of knowledge was strongly supported by the use of digital technology. Consequently, 

the use of appropriate technology could improve learning quality [8]. Higher students 
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needed competence in technology using, one of the important ones was critical thinking 

skill [9]. This skill would help students to be ready in higher education and build a 

career [10]. Critical thinking skill was one of the specific achievement in the education 

field in Indonesia today. The evaluation of students' critical thinking skill measured 

from their product to analyze, evaluate, compare, synthesize, and describe an existing 

problem or issue [11]. 

Biology was one of the subjects that need the development of technology, especially 

in the field of biology of molecular and genetics [12]–[14]. Thus, the molecular biology 

material received major attention from an educational study in the field of biology [12]. 

DNA and RNA were the basic materials studied in Molecular Biology and genetics 

subjects. The existence of this material plays an important role as the basis for under-

standing protein synthesis in the cells of living things. However, until now, Protein 

Synthesis material considered as one of the difficult materials and hard to understand 

for higher students, that because some reason, the internal and external factors. Internal 

factors included the lack of skill to think abstractly, and the lack of students' critical 

thinking skills. The external factor can be in the form of teaching methods and the 

learning environment.  

Based on the learning student’s analysis conducted on 59 Biology education students 

in IKIP Budi Utomo Malang (IBUM) known that the teaching material has become one 

of the external learning barriers in the percentage of 85%. This showed that the appli-

cation of appropriate teaching material still lacks in motivating students to think criti-

cally and improve student learning achievement. Therefore, to help students achieved 

critical thinking skills are needed an appropriate and flexible learning material that can 

be applied in all subjects, including biology. Consequently, determined the appropriate 

learning material to improve students' critical thinking skills becomes an interesting 

challenge for lecturer in the university [15]. 

Learning digital class is needed with the use of appropriate technology [16]. This 

would enable students to use the internet to exchange information and assess the truth 

of sources as material to respond to existing issues or problems. The technology de-

signed according to the student needs would contribute to solving the learning prob-

lems. One technology that expected could solve the learning problems was an interac-

tive flipbook based Aurora animation 3D maker application. The model used was an 

anchored instruction learning model. Anchored Instruction was the learning model that 

focuses on technology as classroom teaching material. Anchored Instruction was de-

veloped by The Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt University, led by John 

Bransford [17]. Anchored Instruction helped students understand the usefulness of con-

cepts by creating video scenarios that involved contextual objects [18], and using mul-

timedia and video for learning became better [19]. Anchored Instruction learning strat-

egies combined with interactive visual teaching materials [20] would help students ob-

tain a lot of information and remember more ideas [12], [21], [22]. The technology that 

can be used in Anchored Instruction was Aurora 3D Animation Maker. Aurora 3D An-

imation Maker was an application to create text and logo with 3D effects that suitable 

for developing interactive teaching materials [23] in the experimental class produced 

better cognitive values compared to the control class [24]. The media of Aurora 3D 
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Presentation was in a very good category because it could increase the student learning 

activities. Furthermore, the learning process becomes more effective and efficient [25].  

Based on the explanation above, the researchers interested in developing flipbook 

materials based on the Aurora 3D Animation marker and Anchored Instruction to en-

hance students' critical thinking skills. Moreover, in Flipbook media, students involved 

in discussions in the digital classes. This media will help students to deliver information 

in the combination of text, graphics, sound, video, and animation. Consequently, the 

learning process becomes innovative and enjoyable for students. Therefore, the re-

search and development study in this study has some objectives includes 1) to develop 

teaching materials based on Aurora 3D Animation Maker-based Flipbook and An-

chored Instruction models in Protein Synthesis material for biology education students 

in IBUM; 2) to find out the feasibility level of Flipbook based on Aurora 3D Animation 

Maker and the Anchored Instruction model on protein synthesis material; and 3) to 

produce an interactive and innovative Flipbook based on Aurora 3D Animation Maker 

and the Anchored Instruction model that can improve the critical thinking skills of bi-

ology education students in IBUM. 

2 Method 

This study was a development study to produce the genetic teaching material based 

on Aurora 3D Animation Maker and Anchored Instruction learning model. The devel-

opment of teaching materials used the Research and Development (R&D) 4D model, 

according to Thiagarajan, which consists of four steps, namely Define, Design, Devel-

opment, and Disseminate [26]. This study is preliminary, so researchers only report the 

development Phase to the Development Phase. The study starts from the Define Phase, 

namely the identification of material concepts that will be included in the Flipbook 

Teaching Material based on Aurora Animation 3D Maker. Then in the Design Phase, 

the design and manufacture of Flipbook based on Aurora 3D Animation Maker are 

carried out. After the Flipbook Aurora 3D Maker-based teaching materials have been 

designed and created, a development phase is carried out, namely product validation by 

experts and product trials in the learning process. Finally, it can be stated that the prod-

uct is valid and practical and can be continued to the product dissemination Phase. 

2.1 Participants 

Small scale test was conducted in IBUM, Indonesia. In this limited trial, 59 students 

were taken randomly as the subjects of the trial. The students were given a draft of the 

teaching material for learning. 

2.2 Data Collection Tool 

The instrument of media validation sheet was in the form of a media validation ques-

tionnaire that contains some aspects of format, material, language, attractiveness, and 

there were also comments, suggestions, and conclusions. The questionnaire adopted 
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from Adkhar that consists of 16 questions [27]. This instrument used to obtain data on 

the validator's assessment and opinion of teaching materials that compiled, so that be-

come guidelines and references in revising teaching materials. Data obtained from the 

media validation questionnaire were qualitative and quantitative data. The material val-

idation questionnaire. Instruments for material experts reviewed based on aspects of 

learning and material aspects.  

2.3 Data analysis technique 

The data analysis technique used in this study was a descriptive analysis technique 

performed using descriptive statistics. The data analysis techniques used were qualita-

tive and quantitative. The qualitative analysis used to describe lecturer validation sug-

gestions and documentation notes when implemented. The data were analyzed descrip-

tively qualitatively, some suggestions used to improve the product at the revision stage 

while the documentation notes described to determine the usefulness of the product. 

Quantitative analysis used to describe the feasibility of the product based on the assess-

ment of material experts, media experts, and language experts. Also, the quantitative 

analysis also used to describe the instructional impact of the use of teaching materials. 

The technique used to analyze the data of the validation results of teaching and learning 

materials was to use validator uses the number of criteria scores from the Likert scale 

results (1 = very not good, 2 = not good, 3 = good, 4 = very good) [28]. After obtaining 

the criteria score, the next step was to calculate the total score obtained by collecting 

the total validator's answers for each statement item. After the total score obtained from 

the data collection, the percentage of validator perception can be calculated.  

3 Result and Discussion 

Aurora 3D Animation Maker-based Flipbook development process refers to the re-

search and development Phase results were explained as follows: 

3.1 Define phase 

Based on preliminary studies that have been carried out at IBUM, researchers found 

the problems and weaknesses of students in understanding bioprocess materials, espe-

cially protein synthesis. This due to internal and external factors. One internal factor 

was weak of students’ critical thinking skills in learning protein synthesis material. 

While external factors were the lack of teaching materials, use in teaching and learning 

activities so that students have difficulty in understanding abstract material and linking 

it to real life. This causes students difficulties because students have to memorize the-

ories without understanding concepts. In addition, learning becomes less optimal and 

makes students' critical thinking skills less developed. 

The human resources at IBUM considered being very qualified because the majority 

of lecturer still young and fresh graduates so had the good skill to operate gadgets. The 

skill of human resources in terms of IT also supported by the existence of local network 
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paperless facilities developed by the university. Supporting infrastructure for teaching 

and learning activities available in each room includes PCs/Laptops, active speakers, 

LCDs, and wi-fi connections. Starting with the identification of the problem above, 

appropriate teaching and learning materials needed to be able to convey the material in 

a practical and clear manner. The appropriate material to meet these needs was the Au-

rora 3D Animation Maker-based Flipbook. The development of learning animation vid-

eos can help the learning process expected to make it easier for students to understand 

the concept of the material. 

The student analysis phase included the analysis of students' understanding abilities. 

Based on unstructured observations and interviews conducted by researchers, it was 

found that students still had difficulty in understanding the concepts that link theory 

with real life. Most students appear to be less active when attending class because stu-

dents do not like theoretical material. Furthermore, these conditions caused the students' 

critical thinking skills poorly developed. With these considerations, the researcher de-

veloped a teaching material to help students get a deeper understanding. 

The researcher analyzes the task completion to determine the contents of the learning 

unit at the task analysis Phase. In this analysis obtained boundaries of the material that 

will be included and used in learning materials. Based on this analysis, the tasks in the 

learning process, as followed: describe nucleic acids, describe the function of proteins 

in the body, describe protein synthesis, describe transcriptions, describe the translation, 

and analyzing differences in transcription and translation. 

The concept analysis phase included an analysis of the Biology learning material of 

protein synthesis material and curriculum determination. The curriculum used at the 

IBUM was the higher education curriculum. Based on these two analyzes, an outline of 

the material will be produced that presented in the development of teaching materials. 

At this stage, the researchers formulated the results of the task analysis and concept 

analysis above to be the goal of achieving learning outcomes. The details of the learning 

objectives were as follows: 1) Students could describe nucleic acids; 2) Students could 

describe the function of the protein in the body; 3) Students could describe protein syn-

thesis; 4) Students could describe transcription; 5) Students could describe translations; 

6) Students were able to analyze differences in transcription and translation 

3.2 Design phase 

The next phase was the design the teaching and learning materials which described 

in detail as follows: 

The first stage in the design was collecting and adjusting the reference material used 

in the Flipbook. The material used refers to the IBUM Genetics module [29] and the 

book exploring the world of Biology XII [30]. In addition, researchers also refer to 

books that relevant to the material of protein synthesis, e-books, e-journals, and the 

internet. The format of teaching materials compiled by researchers was the Kvisoft 

Flipbook Maker Pro and Aurora 3D Animation Maker software. 

The design of teaching materials adjusted to the results of the analysis of concepts 

and tasks that have been carried out. In addition, the selected teaching materials must 

be adjusted to the characteristics of students and existing facilities in the university. The 
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teaching material divided into two stages, namely the stage of making learning anima-

tion videos using Aurora 3D Animation Maker and the stage of making Flipbook re-

ferred to the syntax of Anchored Instruction using Kvisoft Flipbook Maker Pro. 

The production process was the final stage in making an animation-based Flipbook 

after the Flipbook editing stage complete. The production process with exporting Flip-

book files to Html, exe, and swf formats. The purpose of the export in various formats 

was to make it easy for users to operate an animated video based Flipbook in accordance 

with their device compatibility. The product developed in this study development was 

the Flipbook learning media based on Aurora 3D Animation Maker and Anchored In-

struction. The product developed was as follows: Development of teaching materials 

using the Kvisoft Flipbook Maker Pro 4.2.2 application and Aurora 3D Animation 

Maker18.03. The output of protein synthesis material on Aurora 3D Animation Maker-

based flipbook teaching material in the form of Transcription Process, mRNA Modifi-

cation, Amino Acid codons, and Translations. 

Fig 2 shows a cover page that appears automatically when a Flipbook is open. On 

this page, there were two layers; the first layer was the Flipbook cover layer, while the 

second layer contains the Flipbook background in the form of a DNA image. At the 

bottom of each page, there were Flipbook control and navigation buttons for easy use. 

 

Fig. 1. Flipbook Cover 

The usage pointer page intended to help users who don't have experience using Flip-

book. The instructions page also explained the layout and functions of the digital but-

tons found in the Flipbook. The existence of this user guide page could facilitate the 

use of Flipbook based on Aurora 3D Animation Maker. The competence page contains 

four components core competencies, basic competencies, competency achievement in-

dex competencies, and learning objectives. The competence page aligned with the 

concept of map page so that students will more easily focus on the scope of the material 

they learned (see Fig 2). Meanwhile, in Fig 3, the problems were delivered in the form 

of video as an anchor in learning process, in order to trigger students’ critical thinking. 

Besides, the material page contains Protein Synthesis topic in form of animation that 

was previously created using the Aurora 3D Animation Maker application. The video 

presented contains problems (Anchor), animated video of the transcription process, 

mRNA modification, and translation process. At the end of the material page, there was 

a conclusion page that contained the main and core material of protein synthesis. 
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Fig. 2. The Guideline Page and Concept Map 

  

Fig. 3. Problems in video format and Material Pages with Anchor Videos Aurora 3D Anima-

tion Maker 

  

Fig. 4. Elongation Transcription Stage Animation Video 

The problems in the form of video (anchor) (see Figure 3) were used to trigger stu-

dents’ critical thinking. In this case, the video presented story contained problems. The 

Flipbook provided some questions demanding critical thinking skill. This skill is 

needed to solve learning problems, in order to develop students’ competence. In case 

of the material presented in the Flipbooks (see Figure 4), the Flipbook was also fully 

equipped by an animated video explaining the transcription process, mRNA modifica-

tions, and Translations. Videos played on the material pages according to the material 

described. 
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3.3 Development phase 

The development phase was an assessment by material experts, teaching materials, 

and language through a validation process. Before validating the material, teaching ma-

terial, and language experts, the researcher first conducts the initial teaching material 

consultation with the supervisor. If the draft has been approved, then the teaching ma-

terial then consulted with material experts, teaching materials, and language to obtain 

input then revision and validation. After obtaining the results of valid teaching materials 

that have been revised and assessed by media experts and material experts, further lim-

ited trials are conducted and can be continued in field trials. 

There were two validations of this material validation. The 1st validation wanted to 

determine the level of product feasibility in terms of material, while the 2nd validation 

wanted to revise the lack in the 1st validation results. At this revision stage, the re-

searcher got advice and input from material experts related to the concepts and materials 

in the Aurora 3D Animation Maker-based Flipbook.  

Table 1.  The Summary of the first Material Expert Validation 

Assessment Criteria 
Validation 

1st Mean 2nd Mean 

Completeness of material 3.75 4 

Material updates 3.5 3.5 

The material can improve students' scientific competence 3.5 3.5 

The material follows scientific systematics 3.5 3.75 

The material develops thinking skills and abilities 3 4 

Material stimulates students to know 3.5 4 

Total Mean 3.5 3.8 

 

Based on Table 1, the 1st validation results by the material experts, the average score 

reached 3.5 with the very good achievement criteria. From the assessment conducted 

by material experts, there were several suggestions for the revision of the material. Sug-

gestions and expert material input on the 1st validation used as a basis for improvement 

of the animation video. After the animation video material revised, then the video com-

bined with Flipbook for the second stage of expert material validation. The 2nd valida-

tion results showed that the Flipbook evaluation based on Aurora 3D Animation Maker 

has improved by obtaining an average score of 3.8 and the criteria for achieving very 

good.  

After making the revision, the revised animated video then inserted into the Flip-

book. This animated video-based flipbook then validated again by media expert lectur-

ers through second or overall validation. Media expert lecturers suggested improving 

the compatibility of learning programs because the programs in teaching and learning 

materials sometimes were not compatible to operate. The mean score from media ex-

perts is 3.8. Media expert lecturers gave a positive appreciation of the learning materials 

developed. According to the Flipbook-based media expert, Aurora 3D Animation 

Maker was very updated with the development of the era and technology and can be 

produced or commercialized as an alternative learning teaching material. Aurora 3D 
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Animation Maker based flipbook with Anchored Instruction on protein synthesis ma-

terial has been validated by expert media lecturers with very good criteria. Validation 

has done in two stages. The 1st validation to assess the feasibility of the Aurora 3D 

Animation Maker video animation. Whereas the 2nd validation evaluated the animated 

video after revised and combined with Flipbook (see Table 2). 

Table 2.  The Summary of the first Media Expert Validation  

Assessment Criteria 
Validation 

1st Mean 2nd Mean 

Teaching material aspects 3.86 3.86 

Program display aspects 3.1 3.78 

Technical quality aspects, program effectiveness 3.6 3.75 

Total Mean 3.5 3.8 

 

The results of the 1st validation by the media expert on the animated video get a 

mean score of 3.5 with the criteria of achieving very good. Based on these achievement 

criteria, the Aurora 3D Animation Maker video animation included in the appropriate 

category for use. The conclusion of the results of the 1st validation by the media experts 

on the video animation was the Aurora 3D Animation Maker video animation is very 

valid and appropriate, but it would be better if some deficiencies corrected. There were 

some deficiencies that need to be fixed in the Aurora 3D Animation Maker video ani-

mation. Suggestions and input from media experts on the 1st validation then used as a 

basis for improving animated videos. After the animated video material revised, the 

video combined with Flipbook for the second stage of media expert validation. A sum-

mary of the results of the 2nd validation by media experts. It can be concluded that the 

Flipbook evaluation based on Aurora 3D Animation Maker has improved by obtaining 

an average score of 3.8 and the criteria for achieving very good. With these results, it 

was concluded that the Flipbook could direct students' attention, understanding, and 

organizing the information.  

According to the assessment of linguist lecturers, in general, it was good, but it would 

be better if the sound of accompaniment music played a little smaller volume so that 

the researcher's voice would be clearer. The use of accompaniment sounds during cer-

tain class hours, for example, during the daytime will affect student concentration. For 

that, the accompanying music volume needs to be considered so that students remain 

enthusiastic in learning activities. The mean score obtained from linguists is 3.6. Aurora 

3D Animation Maker based flipbook with Anchored Instruction on protein synthesis 

material has been validated by linguist lecturers with very good criteria. Assessment 

aspects in the validation instrument of linguists divided into four aspects of language 

consisting of 10 questions. At the validation stage, the linguist gets input so that he pays 

attention to the volume and use of accompaniment music adapted to class hours. The 

results of the validation of the linguist summarized in Table 3. 
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Table 3.  The Summary of Language Expert Validation 

Assessment Criteria  Mean  

The use of appropriate language 3 

Terminology 4 

Language clarity  4 

Language suit skill 3.3 

Total Mean 3.6 

 

Afterward, students filled out the questionnaires and gave their opinions about teach-

ing material. Limited scale test aims to obtain the quality of Aurora 3D Animation-

based Flipbook media. The assessment was a questionnaire distributed to 59 students. 

The response results then analyzed as a revised reference before the product used in the 

class. The results of a limited scale test by 59 students selected randomly so that it 

showed a response percentage of 92.5%, included in the very good category. With this 

conclusion data, Flipbook based on Aurora 3D Animation Maker is feasible and valid 

to be used and can help students in the process of learning protein synthesis material. 

Genetics was one of the biology subjects that students usually have difficulties in 

understanding. Consequently, it's needed a creative way to help students understand the 

material in the learning activities [31]. The Digital interactive book that suitable for the 

characteristics of genetic learning was the digital interactive flipbook. Digital interac-

tive flipbook became popular digital books now with three-dimensional e-book tech-

nology, where the pages can be opened like reading a book on a monitor screen [32]. 

Digital interactive flipbook media has several advantages including, one of that it can 

present learning material in the form of words, sentences, and images that can be 

equipped with colors so that it attracts students' attention more. Furthermore, technol-

ogy would make students involved in finding information, assessed the sources, and 

discussed to solve issues or problems. Using Aurora 3D Animation media in the exper-

imental class produced better cognitive values compared to the control class. The Au-

rora 3D media Presentation was in a very good category because it can increase student 

learning activities. Consequently, the learning process becomes more effective and ef-

ficient [33]. Referring to some previous studies, it can be concluded that Aurora 3D 

teaching materials can improved student learning outcomes. 

The media development also combined with the use of specific learning models. The 

model used was an anchored instruction learning model. AI was a learning model in 

which teachers strive to help students become active in learning that conditioned in 

interesting instructions and real problem solving, where students later see the video 

"anchor" and solve the problem in the video's [34]. Anchored instruction learning model 

designed based on a video-based format called "anchor" or "case" which provides a 

basis for exploration and collaboration in solving the problems. The material in the 

video depicts real life that can be explored at many levels. The video designed to enable 

teachers and students to connect knowledge with other lessons by exploring the envi-

ronment from a different point of view [35]. Anchored instruction learning model al-

most identical to problem-based learning, just different in the material presented to "be 

explored and discussed not just read or seen" [36]. The essences of the anchored in-

struction learning model were "anchor" or placing instruction on a meaningful problem 
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solving that matches the real context. The placement of the issue in accordance with the 

real context called a macro context because it involves a complex situation required 

students to formulate and solve interconnected problems between sub problems [21].  

The use of multimedia and video in the Anchored instruction learning model proved 

the better effectiveness of learning [37]. Video technology, animation, computing were 

part of learning that provided a contextual learning experience [38]. Visual and audio-

visual information in the anchored instruction learning model can make students easier 

to understand the concepts [39]. Furthermore, anchored instruction learning models 

showed more good in students' skills, especially in communication skills. An anchored 

instruction learning model that is using multimedia and video can improved students' 

collaboration and creativity so it can improve the learning effectiveness [40]. Anchored 

instruction learning model can enhance the students learning motivation and students' 

understanding [41]. Problem-based learning-based technology can give students chal-

lenging issues or problems that make learning more interesting and innovative. 

Furthermore, interactive genetic flipbook based Aurora animated 3D maker with an-

chored instruction learning model can create a joyful learning environment so that stu-

dents become more critical (especially when asked to solve the problem), more have 

effective communication skills, and more creative. Students expected became more ac-

tive during the learning process with a variety of learning activities. This genetic flip-

book arranged and presented in an integrated, systematic, and detailed way so that stu-

dents can easily understand the material that considered as difficult for students. An-

chored instruction learning models, when compared to other learning models, showed 

more positive students' attitudes towards their learning activities. Furthermore, students' 

knowledge showed better after the application of the anchored instruction learning 

model. An anchored instruction learning model that using multimedia and video 

showed better learning effectiveness [19]. Students who have been taught with learning 

media using anchored instruction have significantly different in problem-solving [42]. 

In the step of constructing and observing the situation, the video became support learn-

ing tools with variations forms, complex, and give contextual learning experiences 

[41],[43]. Visual information, as well as audiovisuals provided through the anchored 

instruction learning model, can make students easier to understand the learning con-

cepts [44],[45]. 

The instruction anchored learning model that combined with visual teaching material 

has many interactivities. Consequently, the presentation can help students get a lot of 

information and can remember more ideas. Topics presented were relevant to daily life 

activities and presented in a story-based manner. Thus, that's learning environments 

allowed students to create better cognitive pathways [20]. The main advantages of in-

struction anchored learning model combined with visual teaching material were helped 

students identify and define their own problems, helped the development of various 

study skills, encouraged the learning point of views as a tool to achieve goals, applied 

the wide learning context, and helped students developed a cognitive framework that 

enables students assimilated the new learning [46]. Visual information, as well as au-

diovisuals, can make students easier to understand instructions of the learning concepts 

[44]. Multimedia in the anchored instruction learning model can improve students' mo-

tivation and understanding [41]. 
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The study that relevant to this study conducted by the previous study assessed the 

impact of the anchored instruction learning model on student-teacher interactions. The 

researcher found that student-teacher interactions increased, and not only the teacher 

asked a higher question, but also, the students responded interchangeably [47]. It’s also 

reported after using an anchored instruction learning model, students who normally lack 

an academic struggle and behavior becoming have better performance, attention, and 

participation. Furthermore, teachers reported having fewer classroom problems. The 

differences of the anchored Instruction learning model using video with the traditional 

instruction model in teaching problem solving found that student is more engaged in a 

positive attitude towards anchored instruction learning model [48]. Furthermore, the 

anchored instruction learning model proved to be more effective in the learning process. 

4 Conclusion 

The results showed that the validity by the material, media, and language experts 

was very good. The results of the limited scale test were in very good category criteria, 

with the percentage of 92.5%. It concluded that preliminary development of the inter-

active genetics flipbook based Aurora 3D Animation Maker and Anchored Instruction 

learning models were feasible to use in a genetic subject, especially in the context of 

efforts to enhance students' critical thinking in the university. Some prescriptive actions 

may be proposed. The further study must consider developing the Flipbook based on 

Aurora 3D Animation Maker is another subject. The use of innovative teaching material 

helped students more motivated in the learning process due to the new digital era of 

education. 
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